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€790.000,00Farmhouse for sale on Lake Iseo

Building Surface:

270Mq 

Land Surface:

750Mq 

Energetic class Status

Area Municipality Province Region Nation

Pisogne

Agency

Ville Casali Real EstateG

Lago d'Iseo Brescia Lombardia Italy

Good condition



DESCRIPTION

Sale of the property in Val Camonica Lake Iseo

The property for sale is located in the town Pisogne Grignaghe locations in about 950 m above sea level; Pisogne is an Italian 

town of Valcamonica, which lies on the northeastern shore of Lake Iseo, in the province of Brescia, Lombardy.

A tiny village overlooking Lake Iseo, equipped with every kind of service: shopping malls with famous brands, bars / pubs and 

restaurants along the lake where you can enjoy the best dishes of the area or the excellent fish; a beach resort; a camping 

and a port of new construction where you can rent boats of both motor and a veil to fully enjoy the splendor of the lake, Monte 

Isola (largest lake island in Europe) and every kind of water sport.

The house all in stone measures about 270 sqm., Spread over three floors: basement-ground floor- first floor.

The ground floor is composed of a living room furnished with antique furniture with a large fireplace glass. At the end of the 

hall it opens wide wooden kitchen and granite decorated tailored and equipped with every comfort (dishwasher, gas leak 

sensor and granite peninsula) in front of the kitchen is a place antique dining table with 8 chairs.Also on this floor it is located 

a laundry and a bathroom furnished.

From the living room, through a beautiful glass lift gives access to a large porch overlooking the lake to admire the beauty of 

the landscape and the tranquility of the place; the porch is a barbecue area and sunshade / screen on each side of the porch.

By ladder placed in the living room leads to the first floor where there are 3 large bedrooms, two neighboring rooms enjoy a 

large terrace with wooden planter and a bathroom with shower and bath and; the third bedroom (bed) is located down the hall 

and has a large walk-in closet, own bathroom with shower and a large window from which you can admire a beautiful view of 

the lake and surrounding mountains (Presolana , Monte Pora and High).

In the basement we find instead a large tavern furnished with a wooden kitchen, a dining table with benches and chairs and a 

living room with two sofas; Furthermore there is a bedroom, a utility room with a fountain and a cellar perfect to store wine and 

salami.

The house has central heating with heaters and radiators on each floor (basement, ground floor and first floor) is also equipped 

with facilities such as the alarm system, a fixed line phone, the satellite dish to the receiver, the system gas leak detection, 

programmable thermostats, wood-burning fireplace with glass, controlled lighting in the room, programmable automatic 

watering garden including hedges for dripping with rain sensor, exterior lighting and garden with automatic and programmable 

light sensor and timer, electric gate and AUTOMATION for the heating system.

The property is surrounded by 750 square meters of land within which there is a garden around the house with various species 

of plants (red beech, maple), hedges and flowers (roses of various species and colors); two large garage with the possibility of 

also storing equipment (mowers, firewood etc ..), two fountains, two connections for water, a rock garden with stairs tuff that 

runs along the access ramp to the property (ramp and apron garages are all paved)

Grignaghe is a beautiful and quaint mountain village where peace and tranquility reign, the property is surrounded by greenery 

of the mountain where you can make beautiful walks in the woods to pick mushrooms and appreciate the beauty of the 

landscape; a few meters from the house is situated a newly refurbished restaurant where you can enjoy delicious dishes and 

pizzas there is also a soccer field grass where in summer organizes a tournament coveted with the participation of several 

teams from neighboring countries.

In about 15 minutes drive you reach Pisogne also be reached in 5 minutes a beautiful walk along a road closed to traffic that 

connects to Toline Fleece along Lake for about 5 kilometers.

From now need to you you can easily reach the cities of Brescia and Bergamo, where there is the airport of Orio al Serio 

(about 1 hour from Pisogne, 1 hour and 15 minutes from the house) and the shopping center Orio Center (biggest shopping 

center Italy and one of the most prestigious in Europe).

The motorway is easily reached in about 30 minutes.

In addition to Grignaghe you can reach several ski resorts like Val Palot (15 minutes), Monte Campione (45 minutes), 

Coleraine (45 minutes), Monte Pora (1 hour) and Ponte di Legno which is fitted with a ski-equipped and well known throughout 

the area that connects the Tonale and the Presena glacier (about 1 hour and 45 minutes).

About 30 minutes drive you can reach a beautiful archaeological park recognized by UNESCO as "World Heritage" where you 

can admire the stone carvings dating back to prehistory.

From Grignaghe you can make beautiful walks in the nature such as that leading to Mount Guglielmo (about 2000 meters 

above sea level) from where you can enjoy a breathtaking view.
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